Chapter - I : The need and scope of the Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya 1-26

1. Introduction

2. The thinkers of Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya

3. Methodology of the study :
   i) Analytical Method
   ii) Descriptive Method
   iii) Intuitive Method
   iv) Mystical Method
   v) Comparative Method

Chapter - II : Metaphysics 27-164

1. Self.
   i) Existence of Soul
   ii) The Nature of the Soul
   iii) The Form of the Soul
   iv) Location of the soul
   v) Relation between the soul and body
   vi) Original qualities of soul
   vii) Functions of the soul
   viii) Classification of soul
   ix) Birth, Death, Pre birth and Rebirth
   x) Souls take 84 lives in the World-Drama
   xi) Karma Philosophy
   xii) Eternal interplay of Physical and Metaphysical Energies - Secret of Nature

(contd....2)
2. GOD

i) Concept of God.

ii) Supremacy of Supreme soul

iii) Form of God
    (a) Differences between the Soul & Supreme soul
    (b) Differences between the Jeevatma & Supreme soul

iv) The abode of God

v) Divine Name

vi) God is not Omnipresent

vii) The Attributes of God

viii) National Anthem for Universal father

ix) The auspicious age and the divine Act of God

x) God’s wonderful service - Murali preaching
   (Godly Versions)

xi) Benefits of Monoethism

3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELF & GOD

4. CONCEPT OF BONDAGE AND LIBERATION

i) Concept of Bondage.

ii) Types of Bondage.

iii) The State of Release from Bondage - Mukti and Jeevanmukti

Chapter - III: NATURE & STATUS OF WORLD 165-189

1. Nature of the World

i) World is a Drama Stage

ii) World is Real

iii) The world is Eternal

2. Status of the World

i) Corporeal World

ii) Subtle World

iii) Incorporeal World

(contd....3)
Chapter - **IV : ETHICS AND VALUES**

1. Ethics
   i) Introduction
   ii) Meaning and Definition of Ethics
   iii) Spiritual code of Conduct

2. Values
   i) Introduction
   ii) Source of Values
   iii) Kinds of Values
      (a) Human Values
      (a) Social Values
      (a) Spiritual Values
      (a) Indian Constitutional Values

Chapter-**V : PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION**

i) Nature, need and scope of Philosophy of religion according to Philosophy of Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya

ii) Unity of Religions and World order

iii) Common Spiritual Values and Establishment of Harmony in the world

Chapter - **VI : SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY**

i) Introduction

ii) Individual, Society and World order

iii) Equality, Fraternity and Universal Brotherhood

iv) Reconstruction of Human Society towards establishment of the Satyayuga
Chapter - VII: PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
i) Definition of Philosophy & Education
ii) The need for the Values Oriented Education
iii) Student - Teacher Relationship
iv) Education and New World order (Satyayuga)

Chapter-VIII: RAJAYOGA & PSYCHO-PHYSICAL HEALTH
i) Introduction
ii) Meaning and Technique of Rajayoga
iii) Stages of Rajayoga
iv) Basis of Rajayoga
v) Way of Practicing Rajayoga
vi) Benefits of Rajayoga
vii) Rajayoga and Psycho-Physical Health.
viii) Uniqueness of Rajayoga of Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya

Chapter-IX: RELEVENCE OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF ISHWARIYA VISHWA VIDYALAYA
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Chapter-XI: CONCLUSION
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